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ABSTRACT 

A typical System-on Chip (SOC) design is having many different IP cores, which are linked together with complex on-chip bus 
communication architecture. This on-chip bus communication architecture is a primary determinant of overall performance in 
complex SOC design. AMBA has a hierarchy of buses with AHB bus that can be used to get connected to high performance 
peripherals and that APB bus to low performance peripherals. Hence, among all, AMBA is the most preferable communication 
architecture. Resolution is a big issue in SOC while dealing with multiple masters trying to access a single data bus. At that time 
an arbiter plays an important role of resource sharing and also ensures that only one bus master at a time is allowed to initiate 
data transfers. The purpose of this paper is to propose the scheme to design a single AMBA AHB reconfigurable arbiter with four 
different Arbitration schemes such as High Priority, Fair-Chance, Random Access and Round Robin algorithm, which can be 
selected using a signal ARBITRATION [1:0]. This reconfigurable arbiter can interface with any common IP core of a system and 
depending on the requirement of IP cores, any arbitration scheme can be chosen. The design architecture is written using Verilog 
HDL code using XILINX ISE tools. The architecture is modeled and synthesized using RTL (Register Transfer Level) abstraction. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This on-chip bus communication architecture determines the way these functional cores exchange and synchronize their 
data and has a great impact on the systems performance [14]. As more and more IP cores are integrated into the design 
platform, the amount of communication between the IP’s is increasing and hence becoming the source of the performance 
bottlenecks [8]. On-chip bus communication architecture is one of the critical components in a SOC platform. An 
efficient on-chip communication system has to satisfy the interface behavior of each IP block integrated within the 
complex SOC [14]. 
With the increasing number of system components in SOC design, it becomes important that an efficient arbiter is one of 
the most critical factors for system’s high performance. There are many communication architectures defined by 
commercial standards, which are available in the market with their own particular bus protocol. For example, the PI-Bus 
of OMI [9], the AMBA bus of ARM [1], the FISP bus of Mentor Graphics [10], the Core-Connect of IBM [11], the 
Silicon backplane of Sonics [12], the Wishbone of Silicore [13] and others. 
This paper proposes the scheme to design a single AMBA AHB reconfigurable arbiter with four different Arbitration 
schemes that can be selected using an input signal. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. An overview of AMBA 
bus is presented in next section. The architecture design of AHB Reconfigurable Architecture is presented in section III 
and that of fourth section has the description related to finite state machine designed for AHB Arbiter. Implementation 
results are provided in fifth section. 
 
2. OVERVIEW OF AMBA BUS 
The advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA) is an open System-on-Chip bus protocol for high performance 
buses on low power devices. AMBA is a standard interface specification which makes sure of the compatibility between 
different IP components provided by different design vendors. 
AMBA 2.0 specification defines three different buses [1]:- 
1. Advanced high Performance Bus (AHB). 
2. Advanced System Bus (ASB). 
3. Advanced Peripheral Bus (APB). 
2.1 Advanced high Performance Bus (AHB):- 
AHB bus is a new generation of AMBA 2.0 specification which is intended to point out the requirements of high-
performance synthesizable designs. AHB is the new level of bus which sits above ASB and APB. The features required 
for high performance, high clock frequency systems are as follows [1]:- 
 Burst transfers (4/8/16 beat burst) 
 Split transactions 
 Bus master handover in single cycle 
 Single clock edge operation 
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 Wider data bus configuration (8/16/32/64/128/256/512/1024 bits) 
 Pipelined operation 

 
Figure 1 Working principle of AHB [1]. 

 
An AMBA AHB design is having following components [1]: 
2.1.1 AMBA AHB MASTER: 
An AMBA AHB bus master is able to initiate read and write operations by making use of an address and control 
information. Only one bus master at a time is allowed to actively use the bus. 
2.1.2 AMBA AHB SLAVE: 
An AMBA AHB bus slave responds to read and write operation initialized by master within a given address space range. 
The bus slave signals back to active master about the success, failure or waiting of the data transfer. 
2.1.3 AMBA AHB ARBITER: 
An AMBA AHB bus arbiter gives an assurance that only one bus master at a time is allowed to initiate the data transfers. 
Even though the arbitration scheme is fixed, any arbitration scheme can be used like Round Robin, Fair Chance etc. 
depending on the application requirement. 
2.1.4 AMBA AHB DECODER: 
The AMBA AHB decoder is used to decode the address of each transfer and provide a select signal for the slave that is 
involved in the transfer. A single centralized decoder is required in all AHB implementations. 
Figure 2 shows the working principle of AHB Bus. Before starting the AMBA AHB transfer, the bus master must have to 
be granted access to the bus. In this process first of all master asserts a request signal to an arbiter. Now the arbiter will 
indicate when the master will get the grant of the bus. This decision of granting the access to bus is achieved using some 
arbitration mechanism like priority based or round robin mechanism etc. [1]. A granted bus master then starts the AHB 
transfer by first driving an address and control signals. These address and control signals provide information about an 
address, direction and width of the transfer, burst transfer information if the transfer forms the part of the burst [1]. 
 
3 RECONFIGURABLE ARBITER ARCHITECTURE 
Figure 3 shows the functional block diagram of the reconfigurable arbiter presented in this work. This reconfigurable 
arbiter can serve up to a maximum of 16 masters, but here we have used four masters out of sixteen (Master 0 through 
Master_3). The proposed design is a single AMBA AHB reconfigurable arbiter with four different Arbitration schemes 
such as High Priority, Fair-Chance, Random Access and Round Robin algorithm that can be selected using a signal 
ARBITRATION. 
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Figure 2 Functional block diagram of AHB ARBITER 

 
With the reconfigurable functionality, it can assign any arbitration scheme among four which are designed, depending on 
the requirement of IP cores. First of all, any master among the four can request for an access of the bus. Then depending 
on the requirement of an application, we can choose any arbitration scheme using input signal ARBITRATION [1:0]. 
Now, as per the selected arbitration scheme, grant signal will be generated to any particular master and hence master will 
get bus access. Choice of the arbitration algorithm can selected as follows. 
 

Table 1 Selection of Arbitration algorithm. 

ARBITRATION [1:0] Arbitration Selection Algorithm 

00 High Priority Algorithm 

01 Fair Chance Algorithm 

10 Random Access Algorithm 

11 Round Robin Algorithm 

 
4 FINITE STATE MACHINE FOR AHB ARBITER 
Figure 4 shows Finite State machine for AHB reconfigurable arbiter. Master asserts request to an arbiter and arbiter 
grants access to the bus master based on any particular arbitration scheme. Arbiter gives an assurance of granting request 
to only one bus master at a time. 
The following section contains the brief description of every state in the diagram. 
 
4.1 IDLE: 
FSM of AHB arbiter starts with IDLE state and this is the default state in the state machine. When reset signal HRESETn 
is active, master has finished the transaction or master has lost the grant in the middle of the transaction anyhow, at that 
time arbiter will stay in this state. When master wants to perform any transaction, the master asserts request signal to an 
arbiter and then arbiter will move into next state i.e. ARBITRATION state to choose arbitration scheme, else arbiter will 
wait in this state until it gets any request or requests. 
 
4.2 ARBITRATION: 
When an arbiter will get any request or requests i.e. HBUSREQx is active, it will move to this state from IDLE state. In 
this state depending on the application requirement any particular arbitration scheme can be chosen among the four with 
the help of a signal ARBITRATION [1:0]. Proposed arbitration schemes are High Priority, Fair-Chance, Random Access 
and Round Robin. Choice of the arbitration scheme is given in Table 1. Now, as per the selected arbitration scheme 
arbiter will move into next state i.e. suppose, if “ARBITRATION = 01” an arbiter will move to Fair-chance state to grant 
an access. 
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Figure 3 FSM of AHB Arbiter. 

 
4.3 HIGH_PRIORITY: 

 
Figure 4 High-Priority algorithm. 

 
When arbitration scheme selection signal “ARBITRATION = 00”, arbiter enters into this state. In High-Priority 
arbitration algorithm, priority is already fixed and as per this fixed priority master requests will be granted. Request 
signals for Master_0, Master_1, Master_2 and Master_3 are assigned to HBUSREQ_0, HBUSREQ_1, HBUSREQ_2 and 
HBUSREQ_3 respectively.  
Priority for this algorithm is HBUSREQ_0 > HBUSREQ_1 > HBUSREQ_2 > HBUSREQ_3. Suppose Master_1 and 
Master_3 are asserting request for bus access, out of two Master_1 will get grant. When no master will get grant or no 
one master is requesting the bus access, DEFAULT Master will be granted till any master or masters asserts request and 
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grants the access. After granting any particular master arbiter will move to the HMASTER state to generate the master 
number which has granted the access. 
 
4.4 FAIR-CHANCE: 
When arbitration scheme selection signal “ARBITRATION = 01”, arbiter enters into this state. In Fair-Chance 
arbitration algorithm there is no chance of starvation, because each and every request is given a fair chance according to 
the token bus priority. In each cycle one of the request has the highest priority (i.e. own the token) for access. If the token-
holding request does not need access of the bus then the request with next highest priority can be granted the access. 
Figure 6 shows the Fair-Chance algorithm generated to handle four requests. 

 
Figure 5 Fair-Chance algorithm. 

 
In this algorithm there are four priority logic blocks to handle four requests and to produce four grants according to the 
token employed through the ring counter. In priority logic 0, the HBUSREQ_0 is assigned the highest priority then 
HBUSREQ_1 then HBUSREQ_2 and finally HBUSREQ_3 is assigned the lowest priority. These priorities rotate in the 
circular fashion. Like for priority logic 1, HBUSREQ_1 is having the highest priority and HBUSREQ_0 with lowest and 
so on. The possession of the token allows the priority logic block to be enabled. Thus only one logic block is enabled at 
one token value which asserts the grant signal.  
 
4.5 RANDOM ACCESS: 

 
Figure 6 Random Access algorithm. 

 
When arbitration scheme selection signal “ARBITRATION = 10”, arbiter enters into this state. The Random access 
algorithm is implemented using the random number generator and the comparator as shown in Figure 7. The random 
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pattern generator is implemented by Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) approach. Each master will be assigned a 
random number generated by a random number generator.  
Now, the master with the maximum number will be granted access to the bus from the comparator output i.e. comparator 
compares these random numbers and the master with maximum number will get grant. When no master will get grant or 
no one master is requesting the bus access, DEFAULT Master will be granted till any master or masters asserts request 
and grants the access. After granting any particular master arbiter will move to the HMASTER state to generate the 
master number which has granted the access. 
 
4.6 ROUND ROBIN: 
When arbitration scheme selection signal “ARBITRATION = 11”, arbiter enters into this state. In order to process 
requests fairly, a Round Robin algorithm employs time sharing, giving each master a time slot and interrupting the 
master if it is unable to complete the transaction within prescribed time slots.  

 
Figure 7 Round-Robin algorithm. 

 
The time slots are assigned to masters based on the number of beat burst operation i.e. HBURST [2:0]. There is 4-beat, 8-
beat or 16-beat burst operations either incrementing or wrapping. If 4-beat burst operation, 4 time slots to complete the 
transaction and so on. After granting access to any particular master arbiter will move to the HMASTER state to generate 
the master number which has granted the access. 
 
4.7 HMASTER: 
An arbiter enters into this state, when any particular master has granted bus access. In this state arbiter generates master 
number who has just granted access. There are maximum 16 masters supported by AMBA 2.0 specification and 
accordingly HMASTER [3:0] can generate up to 16 numbers. Numbers for Master_0, Master_1, Master_2 and Master_3 
are assigned to 0000, 0001, 0010 and 0011 respectively. Now, after generating the master number an arbiter moves to the 
MASTER OPERATION state where master starts its read and write operation. 
 
4.8 MASTER OPERATION: 
After accessing the grant, master starts read and write data operations in this state with the help of address and control 
information. If master lost grant in the middle, it has to again assert the request to have an access of the bus. After 
completion of data transfer or anyhow if master lost its grant, an arbiter moves to an IDLE state and the cycle starts 
again. 
 
5 RESULTS 
After the completion of this design architecture, any hardware description language can be used to implement it and 
checked for functionality correctness.  
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Figure 8 Simulation waveform of AHB Arbiter with High Priority arbitration algorithm 

 

 
Figure 9 Simulation waveform of AHB Arbiter with Fair-Chance arbitration algorithm 

 

 
Figure 10 Simulation waveform of AHB Arbiter with Random Access arbitration algorithm 
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In this Paper, the design architecture is written in Verilog HDL language using XILINX ISE tools. The Figures 8, 9 and 
10 as shown above indicates the operation of an AHB reconfigurable arbiter with High-Priority, Fair-Chance and Random 
Access as an arbitration schemes respectively. The arbitration schemes can be chosen using an input signal 
ARBITRATION [1:0]. 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
The design of an AMBA AHB reconfigurable arbiter including four different arbitration schemes such as High-Priority, 
Fair-Chance, Random Access and Round Robin is proposed in this paper. This helps in achieving better compatibility 
with different IP cores on SOC platform. Depending on the application requirement any arbitration scheme can be 
selected and selection is done through a signal ARBITRATION [1:0] which is an input signal. Also, we can replace or 
add other arbitration schemes. 
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